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17 June
Japanese shares swung between gains and losses amid low volume 
and a steady yen ahead of a Federal Reserve Policy meeting 
starting today. Shippers advanced while pharmaceutical companies 
retreated.

Gold held losses before the U.S. Federal Reserve starts its policy 
meeting as investors assessed when the central bank will pare 
monetary stimulus.

West Texas Intermediate crude traded near the highest price in more 
than four months before a government report that will probably show 
U.S. stockpiles declined and refinery rates increased.

Australia, the world’s third-biggest cotton exporter, raised its forecast 
for shipments as production gains on increased availability of water 
for irrigation.

18 June
Copper traded near the lowest level in six weeks as investors waited 
for the outcome of Federal Reserve’s meeting tonight.

Steel reinforcement-bar futures in Shanghai swung between gains 
and losses as investors weighed bullish signs such as reduced inventory 
and lower output against concern demand will wane.

Hong Kong stocks fell amid low trading volume before the outcome of 
a Federal Reserve meeting, with finance and developer shares sliding. 
China Mengniu Dairy Co. soared after bidding for a local baby-foods 
maker.

West Texas Intermediate crude traded near the highest price in nine 
months after an industry report showed U.S. stockpiles dropped last 
week.

20 June
Gold fell for a fifth day to the lowest level since September 2010, after 
the Federal Reserve signaled it is getting closer to reducing monetary 
stimulus as the economy recovers, eroding demand for a store of 
value.

Japanese stocks fell, extending yesterday’s slide, after the Standard 
& Poor’s 500 Index posted its biggest drop since November 2011 on 
concern the Federal Reserve may start reducing stimulus this year.

West Texas Intermediate crude fell for a third day, heading for its 
biggest weekly decline since April, on speculation the U.S. may scale 
back economic stimulus this year and on signs of slowing growth in 
China.

A coalition of civil-society groups in Mali opposed a peace deal 
between the government and ethnic Touareg rebels because the 
fighters aren’t yet required under the agreement to disarm.

21 June
India faces growing strain to fund the widest current-account deficit in 
major Asian nations after the rupee slid to an all-time low on concern 
the U.S. will curb monetary stimulus as its economy improves.

Japanese shares swung between gains and losses as financial 
companies jumped while machinery shares fell. Exporters reversed 
gains even as the yen weakened.

The won fell for a third day, approaching a one-year low, on concern 
a tapering of the Federal Reserve’s stimulus measures will reduce 
demand for emerging- market assets. Government bonds declined.

China’s central bank said it may adjust monetary policy as needed, 
suggesting officials are more open to loosening policies as a cash 
squeeze risks exacerbating an economic slowdown.

19 June
China’s stocks fell to the lowest level in six months after a private report 
showed manufacturing shrank at a faster pace this month and surging 
money-market rates signaled a credit crunch is worsening.

Treasuries held a three-day slide, with the 10-year yield reaching the 
highest in 15 months, before U.S. employment reports today that 
follow comments from Federal Reserve Chairman Ben S. Bernanke 
that policymakers could end bond purchases in mid-2014.

China’s manufacturing is shrinking at a faster pace this month, adding 
to signs that a growth slowdown is deepening in the world’s second-
largest economy.

West Texas Intermediate crude fell for a second day after U.S. 
stockpiles unexpectedly increased and Federal Reserve Chairman 
Ben S. Bernanke said the central bank may start reducing bond 
purchases later this year.
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